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Pre AP English 10 
 
AMI assignment for the week before spring break is to read and annotate Animal Farm.  Not all 
of your annotations have to focus on citizens & government, but most of them should. 
 
If we miss days after spring break, you are to do 1 DJ per day for every 2 chapters of Animal 
Farm. All of your DJs should focus on the roles/relationships of citizens & government. 
 
Also, if we have AMI more than 5 AMI days after spring break, you are expected to do the AMI 
assignment for articles and DJs that are in an earlier classroom post. 
 
Chapter II of Animal Farm w/ 5 annotations with a focus on citizens & government. 
DUE Friday: Chapter II 10 pages(5 annotations) 
 
DUE Monday(3/16): (15 annotations/5 per chapter) 
Chapter III 9 pages 
Chapter IV 7 pages 
Chapter V 12 pages 
 
DUE Tuesday: (10 annotations/5 per chapter) 
Chapter VI 11 pages 
Chapter VII 14 pages 
 
DUE Wednesday: (5 annotations) 
Chapter VIII 15 pages 
 
DUE Thursday: (5 annotations) 
Chapter IX 13 pages 
 
DUE Friday: (5 annotations) 
Chapter X 13 pages 
******************************************************** 
If AMI days continue after your 5 DJS, you must do the following for each day: 
 Find a nonfiction article from a credible magazine or news source. The source can be online or 
paper. The article's length must be 600+ words and can be on any topic that is school 
appropriate. Pick a topic that interests you! To receive credit you must read the article, write 
down 4 annotations, and do ONE D.J. You must include the author, publication/website, and the 
title of the article. 
 
If we miss more than one day, you must do this assignment for each day we miss. For example, 
if we have 3 consecutive AMI days, you must find 3 articles to read, to annotate, and to do DJs. 
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AMI assignment: 
Find one fact per day that you can use in your upcoming speech, not counting spring break days. 


